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Power Management Strategy Based on Virtual
Inertia for DC Microgrids

Pedro José dos Santos Neto, Student Member, IEEE, Tárcio André dos Santos Barros, Member, IEEE,
João Pedro Carvalho Silveira, Student Member, IEEE, Ernesto Ruppert Filho, Member, IEEE,

Juan Carlos Vasquez, Senior Member, IEEE, and Josep M. Guerrero, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a power management strategy
(PMS) to control the power flow in a DC microgrid operating
in the grid-connected mode. The microgrid model is composed
of the AC utility grid interfaced with a voltage source inverter
operating as a grid-forming converter (VSC), an energy storage
system (ESS) formed by a battery bank and a bidirectional DC-
DC converter operating as a grid-supporting unit, a distributed
generation acting as a grid-feeding unit, and the customer
loads with strict voltage regulation. The power management
technique applies a virtual inertia concept together with a state
of charge-based management function to regulate the charging
and discharging process of the battery bank according to the
DC microgrid power flow. Thus, high-rate peaks of power are
avoided, which improves the ESS life cycle. With the proposed
PMS, an autonomous power flow is achieved inside the DC
microgrid, while the AC utility grid focuses exclusively upon
forming the DC bus and processing the surplus or shortage
of power. In addition, the proposed strategy simplifies the
communication link between the grid inverter and the ESS,
since the VSC power is the sole information exchanged. The
experimental results show that the proposed PMS is reliable,
leading to high ESS performance and power flow control within
the DC microgrid, without degrading the DC bus voltage.

Index Terms—DC microgrid, power management strategy,
energy storage system, virtual inertia, grid-connected mode.

NOMENCLATURE

CPL Constant Power Load
DG Distributed Generation
ESS Energy Storage System
IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
LPF Low Pass Filter
PMS Power Management System
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
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SOC State of Charge
VI Virtual Inertia
VSC Voltage Source Converter

Variables:
Cbus, Cdg , Cess, Cl - Capacitance of power converters [F]
Cnom - Battery nominal capacity [C]
dess, ddg , dl, dvsc - Duty cycle of power converters
Dl, Ddg - Diodes used in power converters
Dm, Dp - Damping factor [N.m.s/rad]
EB - Internal battery bank voltage [V]
eidg , eid, eiq , ep, evbus, evess, evl, eiess - Control errors
fswdg, fswess, fswl, fswvsc - Switching frequencies [Hz]
idg , iess, iload, ivsc - Currents of power converters [A]
Id, Iq - VSC dq currents [A]
Idref , Iqref , Idg,ref , Iess,ref - Current references [A]
Jm, J - Virtual inertia coefficient [kg.m2]
kpi, kpv , kpiB , kiiB - PI parameters of the VSC and ESS
kpd, kid, kpl, kil - PI parameters of the DG and load
Less, Lvsc, Ldg , Ll - Inductance of the converters [H]
md, mq , ma, mb, mc - VSC modulation indexes
M1, M2 - ESS mode 1 and mode 2
PBref - ESS power reference [W]
Pdg , Pess, Pload, Pvsc - Converters average power [W]
Ploss - Power losses inside the microgrid [W]
Pref , Qref - VSC active [W] and reactive [VAr] power
references
Ps, Qs - Active [W] and reactive [VAr] power control input
Pext, Pt - VSC AC external and terminal power [W]
Rload - Load resistance [Ω]
soca, socb, socmin, socmax - ESS state of charge limits
Sb1, Sb2, Sdg , Sl, Sv1a, Sv2a, Sv3a, Sv1b, Sv2b, Sv3b - IGBT
switches used in power converters
SOC0 - Initial state of charge
Tm, Te - Mechanical and electromagnetic torque [N.m]
Vbus - DC bus voltage [V]
Vd, Vq - VSC dq voltages [V]
Vdg , Vess, Vload, Vbus - Voltages of power converters [V]
Vref , Vbusref , Vlref - Voltage references of converters [V]
V3φ, I3φ - 3-phase voltage [V] and current [A] of AC grid
ZB - Battery internal impedance [Ω]
z0, z1, p0, p1, p2, p3, p4 - Zeros and poles of the PMS
open loop transfer function
θS - AC grid synchronism angle [º]
ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 - Cutoff frequencies of the LPFs [rad/s]
ω - Angular velocity [rad/s]
∆p - PMS power mismatch [W]
ψ - SOC based function
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I. INTRODUCTION

D ue to the evolution of power electronics over the last
years, DC microgrids have been pointed out as an

alternative solution for smart grid systems, as these structures
present clear advantages over the conventional AC microgrids
[1]–[3]. Among these advantages, one can mention lower
losses due to reduction of conversion steps, no skin effect,
the absence of reactive power, and the control simplicity
because only active power flows inside the microgrid. More-
over, the increasing demand of DC electronic loads warms
up the discussion about a generation using direct current. In
addition, appealing for renewable energy insertion favors DC
applications, since a DC step conversion is commonly used to
control intermittent energy sources in solar or variable speed
wind systems [4]–[6].

The control and management of the DC microgrids are the
main concerns of researchers. Droop control and its variants
have as advantages the simplicity of implementation and
the absence of any communication link between the power
electronic converters [7], [8]. However, droop control imposes
a DC bus voltage variation and current sharing mismatch
depending on the droop parameter choice [8]–[10]. The hierar-
chical control, in its turn, aims to correct these mismatches by
adding a secondary and upper layers of control [9], [11]–[13].
The secondary control requires a low bandwidth communica-
tion line for a central control system or, alternatively, can be
designed in a distributed fashion [14]–[18].

Adaptive droop is usually employed to achieve a state of
charge (SOC) dependent behavior of the energy storage system
(ESS). In the methods presented in [3], [13], [19]–[21], the
droop coefficient varies as a function of the state of charge
of the energy storage system, which adaptively controls the
output voltage. The cited methods are predominantly applied
to regulate power sharing among multiple ESSs. Nevertheless,
the variation of the droop characteristic with the state of charge
does not result in a full control over the ESS output power.
Therefore, the DC microgrid power flow is compromised.

Droop control is especially useful for the island mode
operation, in which the distributed generation (DG) and the
ESS are presented. However, considering an urban distribution
system, an operation in the island mode is seldom expected;
as consequence, the microgrid should be working in the grid-
connected mode for the vast majority of the time during
normal conditions. For an urban DC microgrid in the grid-
connected mode, a conventional droop control forces the ESS
to share the power flow with the AC utility grid. Nonetheless,
if autonomous operation is desired, the microgrid has to rely
on the ESS and the DGs to provide the power required by
customer loads. That means the AC utility grid absorbs or
injects power when the other sources are not able to maintain
the power flow. Hence, a proper investigation of the control
and management methods of the DC microgrid in the grid-
connected mode must be conducted.

DC microgrids present a known low inertia nature due
to the presence of many power electronic converters applied
to control the energy storage system, loads, and distributed
generation. This absence of inertia causes problems in the

DC bus voltage stability, mainly when constant power loads
(CPL) are being supplied in the island mode [22]–[24]. In an
autonomous grid-connected mode, when the ESS is working
to maintain the power flow stability and the utility grid is used
as a backup, the problem of the low inertia particularly affects
the battery bank. This occurs because, without the inertia,
the ESS may be submitted to rapid power variations, which
increases the battery failure rate and contributes to reduce their
life cycle [25]–[27]. As pointed out in [26], [28], [29] an
uncontrolled high-rate charge or discharge operation results
in an irreversible battery damage. A possible solution is to
use hybrid ESS arrangements, in which high power density
devices such as supercapacitors are managed to generate fast
power variations, while the battery bank is managed to supply
the low frequency power imbalances [25], [30]–[34]. This
method, however, increases the cost and control complexity
of the energy storage system.

Virtual inertia (VI) strategies have been studied as an
alternative to improve the low inertia nature of DC microgrids
[27], [35]–[41]. In [37], a VI control emulating a synchronous
machine is proposed to improve the fluctuation response of the
DC bus voltage. This method is applied in the grid converter
control of the DC microgrid, which makes it suitable for grid-
connected operation. However, only the voltage fluctuation is
the object of analysis; no ESS power management is consid-
ered. A similar VI strategy is used in [36]. The authors suggest
the VI control at the grid converter together with an improved
dual droop control and a power system stabilizer in order to
achieve frequency regulation and an enhanced DC microgrid
stability. The proposed VI strategy is not incorporated in the
energy storage management system and the droop control
drawbacks are part of the applied grid-connected mode. A
coordinated control for DC microgrids based on bus-signaling
and VI is presented in [35]. A proper management strategy is
considered by the authors and the VI concept is applied to the
renewable energy sources. Nevertheless, the grid-connected
mode is not considered. In [27], a VI control is applied for
photovoltaic arrays to improve the dynamic performance of the
DC microgrid. An adaptive gain is used to ensure the power
sharing between the photovoltaic arrays. In this case, the VI
strategy has no integration to the energy storage system and
only the island mode is analyzed.

A VI synthesis allied with predictive control is proposed for
DC microgrids in [41]. The method defended by the authors
enables adaptive synthetic inertia, which is claimed to stabilize
the DC bus voltage in case of disturbances. One more time,
this strategy is focused only on the island mode, and no
energy storage system is considered. The concept of a virtual
DC machine is introduced by [38], in which the dynamics
of a DC machine are emulated at the bidirectional DC-DC
converter control of the ESS. The inertia of a DC machine is
emulated to achieve stable operation and smoothness voltage
variation during transients. It is worth mentioning, however,
that only simulation results are presented by the authors.
In addition, grid-connected mode is not investigated and no
energy storage management system is incorporated in the
proposed technique. The grid-connected mode is adopted in
[39], in which a VI control is employed to regulate the
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frequency of the AC side in the presence of AC load and wind
speed variations; a supercapacitor ESS is part of the inertia
improvement proposal. Nonetheless, the study focuses on wind
systems in microgrids, only simulation results are presented,
and no ESS management function is incorporated. An inertia
emulation technique is proposed in [40] for DC microgrids
supplying AC loads. The authors propose voltage regulation
and frequency regulation by means of a virtual excitation. A
power management system is applied to coordinate the current
sharing between the grid and the ESS. Notwithstanding, the
VI is not integrated with the PMS and only simulation results
are presented.

Considering the drawbacks of previous research in this field,
this paper proposes a power management strategy (PMS) to
guarantee autonomous operation of a DC microgrid in the
grid-connected mode. A virtual inertia concept is introduced
at the ESS control to guarantee flexible regulation over the
power flow transient response. A state of charge management
function is integrated to the VI system to obtain power
adaptive behavior, avoiding the high-rate charge/discharge and
thus improving the battery bank life cycle. The objective is
to achieve stable power flow, taking into account the ESS
state of charge limitations. The strategy under study does
require communication between the converters. However, only
the power information is exchanged from the voltage source
converter to the ESS unit, which simplifies the communication
procedure. Experimental results are conducted to validate the
proposed methodology.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the
studied DC microgrid, including the considered elements of
an urban distribution system. Section III details the proposed
power management strategy, including the main considerations
about the virtual inertia and the SOC management function.
Section IV contains the modeling of the DC microgrid ele-
ments and its respective control design. Section V presents
an analysis of the proposed PMS by considering the effect
of the inertia parameters over the stability and behavior of the
system. Section VI discusses the experimental results in detail.
Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section VII.

II. DC MICROGRID DESCRIPTION

The microgrid examined in this paper consists of the energy
storage system, the main AC utility grid, the distributed
generation, and the customer load, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Power electronic converters are responsible for guaranteeing
the desirable power flow, voltage, and frequency regulation
through the microgrid. Each component’s considerations are
given in the following subsections.

1) Energy storage system: An energy storage system based
on a 240 V battery bank is connected to the DC bus by means
of a bidirectional DC-DC converter, which allows for both
charging and discharging operations. The ESS rated power is
1 kW and the behavior of the ESS is limited by the battery
bank state of charge. When the battery bank is fully charged,
the DG surplus power has to run through the VSC into the
AC grid, as the ESS cannot absorb this energy. On the other
side, if the inferior SOC level is reached, then the ESS must

not inject any more power, and the AC grid starts to support
the load requirements together with the DG. This action is
implemented by using a SOC-based management function. A
virtual inertia control is employed to regulate the ESS transient
response by adding inertia to the system.

2) AC utility grid: A 3-phase, 60 Hz, 220 Vrms line-to-line
utility grid coupled with a 2.2 kW voltage source converter
(VSC) is employed to form the DC bus. In this configuration,
the VSC works as a grid-forming converter. The DC bus
voltage level is set at 400 V to match the VSC conversion
requirements for the respective AC utility grid. The ultimate
goals of the VSC are to keep the DC bus voltage constant and
to allow the power flow stability, which means that the VSC
works mainly as an active rectifier. The power management
strategy used in this paper forces the AC grid to act only in
the transient period, as a backup system, while the ESS must
work to guarantee the power flow for the DG and load power
variations.

3) Distributed generator: The distributed generator is mod-
eled as a current source able to inject up to 1 kW of active
power into the system when required. As the main power
source, the DG-rated power is considered as the rated power
of the microgrid under analysis. Although renewable energy
sources are generally preferable as the DG, this model does
not consider the particularities of any renewable system, since
only the power flow is under investigation. It is assumed
that a solar system or a variable speed wind system should
function based on the tracking of the maximum power point.
The DG converter guarantees the stable operation considering
the intermittent characteristics of a renewable power source.

4) Customer loads: The DC loads are implemented by a
step-down DC-DC converter supplying a 1 kW resistive load.
The load voltage is tightly regulated at 127 V. This is done to
model the behavior of a constant power load (CPL), in which
the load presents a negative impedance characteristic, which
may lead the system to instability and DC voltage collapse
[22]–[24].

III. PROPOSED POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

The proposed power management technique is a centralized
control, i.e. a high-speed communication link between the
converters is required. For a DC nanogrid, as the one studied
in this paper, the categories of consumer’s premise communi-
cation such as the home area network (HAN), building area
network (BAN), or industrial area network (IAN) are best
suited for this study. These networks are able to cover an
area up to 100 m, with a data rate up to 100 kbps, ideal
for receiving signals from energy/power management systems.
The main technologies in this field are PLC, Bluetooth,
Ethernet, ZigBee, and Wi-Fi [2], [42], [43]. The details and
specifications of a particular technology are not the focus of
this study.

In the proposed PMS, the voltage source converter acts as
a grid-forming unit, while the others are controlled as grid-
supporting or grid feeding-converters. As detailed in Fig. 1, the
VSC active power flow is measured (detail G) and transmitted
to be used in the PMS of the ESS control (detail A). Thus, the
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Fig. 1. Detailed overview of the DC microgrid under study. Power electronic converters are depicted in black, and their respective control systems are
presented in dark blue. The orange color represents the communication link exchange of information. The ESS virtual inertia is highlighted in red. Line
impedances were omitted for the sake of simplification.

ESS acts as a grid-supporting converter. The DG converter acts
by tracking the maximum power point and injecting power as
a grid-feeding unit.

A. Power flow analysis
To compute the power flow inside the DC microgrid, the

average power of the ESS, Pess, distributed generator, Pdg ,
load, Pload, and VSC, Pvsc, according to the details C, H , J ,
and G of Fig. 1, are given respectively by:

Pess = (Vess × iess)

(
ω1

s+ ω1

)
(1)

Pdg = (Vdg × idg)

(
ω2

s+ ω2

)
(2)

Pload = (Vload × iload)

(
ω3

s+ ω3

)
(3)

Pvsc = (Vbus × ivsc)

(
ω4

2

s2 + 2ζω4s+ ω2
4

)
(4)

where Vess and iess are the energy storage system voltage and
current, Vdg and idg are the distributed generator voltage and
current, Vload and iload are the load voltage and current, Vbus
and ivsc are the VSC DC bus voltage and current, ω1, ω2, ω3,
ω4 are the cutoff frequency of the low pass filters (LPF) of
each converter, and ζ is the damping factor of the VSC second
order filter.

A second order filter is used to obtain the average active
power of the VSC, as this element controls the DC voltage
link. Thus, it is essential to mitigate the voltage and current
ripples with higher order filters before sending power informa-
tion through the communication line. The values of the filter
parameters are ω1 = 10 Hz, ω2 = 5 Hz, ω3 = 5 Hz, ω4 = 5
Hz and ζ = 0.7.

In the DC microgrid, the active power flowing through the
VSC is the sum of each of the other units’ powers, taking
into account a balanced power flow. Hence, when the VSC is
forming the DC bus, the power flow can be computed by:
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Pvsc = Pess + Pdg + Pload + Ploss (5)

where Ploss accounts for all the losses inside the microgrid.
Using the proposed power management strategy, the VSC

active power is the only information transmitted from the
communication line to the ESS unit, as shown in detail G
of Fig. 1. From (5), the power flow inside the microgrid is
given essentially by the calculated VSC power, disregarding
the internal losses. Therefore, if an autonomous operation is
desired, the ESS must provide the calculated VSC power,
which corresponds to the mismatch of energy inside the
microgrid.

B. Virtual inertia

In a conventional power system, the synchronous generator
with its natural inertia of the rotating mass is usually the main
source of electrical energy. In a microgrid, however, power
electronic converters with very low inertia are the units which
establish the bus voltage. Low inertia results in a fast response
when transients happen, which makes the whole microgrid
vulnerable [37]. In this situation, for autonomous operation
of the DC microgrid to occur, the energy storage system
must present some inertia to be able to deal with power flow
variations and avoid high-rate peaks of power.

As presented in group A of Fig. 1, the proposed PMS starts
computing the mismatch, ep, between the VSC power and the
feedback of the ESS power. Hence, ep = Pvsc − Pess. The
dynamic response of a synchronous machine, as given in (6),
can be emulated in order to modify the transient response of
the energy storage system [44]:

Tm − Te −Dmω = Jm
dω

dt
(6)

where Tm and Te are the mechanical and electromagnetic
torque, respectively, Dm is the damping factor, ω is the angular
velocity and Jm is the inertia coefficient.

To improve the dynamic response of the ESS, a virtual
inertia emulation is added to the PMS, as shown in group
A of Fig. 1. The obtained differential equation mimics the
behavior given by (6), which leads to:

Pvsc − Pess −Dp∆p = J

(
d∆p

dt

)
(7)

where J is the inertia coefficient, Dp is the damping coeffi-
cient, and ∆p is the power mismatch provided or absorbed by
the battery bank.

Consequently, the transfer function of the emulated virtual
inertia, K(s), is given by:

K(s) =
∆p

ep
=

1

Js+Dp
(8)

The inertia coefficient J is inserted, aiming to enhance the
response time of the energy storage system during transients
by forcing the VSC to provide the high-rate imbalance of
power. This parameter works as a delay by slowing down
the ESS response time; choosing this coefficient prevents
the ESS from providing undesirable peaks of power inside

the DC microgrid. As previously discussed, high-rate current
changes may lead to irreversible damage of the battery bank.
The damping coefficient, Dp, in its turn, acts as a droop
factor, limiting or increasing the power level to be provided
or absorbed by the battery bank.

C. ESS management function

A SOC-based function, ψ (soc), is applied to manage the
ESS charge and discharge process. Since the battery bank is
highly utilized in the proposed PMS, the management of the
ESS power flow is fundamental to improve the life cycle of
the battery bank.

If the power mismatch, ∆p, is negative, the ESS enters into
the discharging mode. During the discharging mode, the ESS
must supply the total power required by the microgrid, i.e.
the difference between the power generated by the DG and
the power absorbed by the customer load. The ESS should
provide the maximum power required by the microgrid until
a specified SOC is achieved (soca). After this point, the ESS
power is linearly reduced until the minimum allowed state of
charged is reached (socmin). To avoid an undesirable depth of
charge, the battery bank is not allowed to provide any more
power after the minimum SOC level is achieved, which means
that the AC utility grid must provide the lack of power inside
the microgrid. The discharging mode can be computed by (9).

ψ (soc) =


0,

(SOC−socmin)
(soca−socmin) ,

1,

SOC ≤ socmin

socmin < SOC < soca
SOC ≥ soca

(9)

If the power mismatch is positive, the ESS operates in
the charging mode. During the charging mode, the ESS must
absorb the surplus of power in the microgrid. The maximum
power is absorbed by the battery bank until a specified SOC
is achieved (socb). After this point, the power going through
the ESS is linearly reduced until the maximum allowed state
of charge is reached (socmax). To avoid overcharging, the
battery bank is not allowed to retain any more power after
the maximum SOC level is achieved, hence the surplus of
power inside the DC microgrid should flow through the AC
utility grid. The charging mode can be computed using (10).

ψ (soc) =


1,

1 − (SOC−socb)
(socmax−socb) ,

0,

SOC ≤ socb
socb < SOC < socmax

SOC ≥ socmax

(10)
The choice of the state of charge levels depends upon the

topology of the batteries used as energy storage elements.
Assuming a generic 50% limit as the depth of discharge,
the SOC limits applied in this paper are: socmax = 95%,
socmin = 50%, soca = 75%, socb = 85%.

Finally, the ESS reference current for the inner control
loop, Iess,ref , is obtained by dividing the power mismatch,
∆p, between the VSC power, Pvsc, and the ESS power,
Pess, by the ESS voltage, Vess, considering the virtual inertia
emulation, K(s), and the state of charge-based function. The
final expression is given by:
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Iess,ref = ep ×K(s) × ψ(soc)

(
1

Vess

)
(11)

The energy management system only sees the mismatch
between the load requirements and the DG power. If the DG
power is not able to attend the load demand, according to the
aforementioned strategy, the grid-forming and grid-supporting
units must act to keep the power flow balanced.

IV. SYSTEM MODELING AND CONTROLLERS DESIGN

A. VSC modeling and control

The control of the voltage source converter is presented in
groups D, E, F , and G of Fig. 1. A synchronous reference
frame phase-locked loop (SRF-PLL) is used to synchronize the
controller with the grid angle, θs; thus the dq transformation
can be obtained, as shown in group D of Fig. 1. For the VSC
working as the grid-forming converter, the dynamics of the
DC bus voltage is given by [45]:

Cbus
2

dV 2
bus

dt
= Pext − Ploss − Pt (12)

where Cbus is the DC bus capacitance, Vbus is the DC bus
voltage, Pext is an external active power acting as disturbance,
Ploss is the VSC total losses, and Pt is VSC AC side terminal
power. As shown in [45], one can derive:

Pt ≈ Ps +

(
2Lvsc

3Vd
2

)(
Ps
dPs
dt

+Qs
dQs
dt

)
(13)

where Ps and Qs are the active and reactive power control
inputs, respectively, Lvsc is the inductance of the output filter,
and Vd is the VSC voltage at the d frame.

Forcing Qs = 0 to achieve unity power factor, the final DC
bus dynamics as a function of the controlled active power is
given by:

dV 2
bus

dt
=

2

Cbus

{
Pext − Ploss −

[
Ps +

(
2LvscPs

3V 2
d

)
dPs

dt

]}
(14)

As shown in group F of Fig. 1, the dq frame allows a
known decoupling between active and reactive power [45]. PI
controllers are used to obtain zero steady-state errors for the
inner current and outer voltage loops. In order to work with
high power factor, the reactive power is set to zero. The dq
modulation indexes (md, mq) are obtained from the current
controllers and converted back to abc coordinates (ma, mb,
mc). Sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) is applied
to activate the IGBTs. The VSC switching frequency, fswvsc,
is chosen to achieve low harmonic distortion and fast response.

A simplified control block diagram of the voltage source
converter is presented in Fig. 2. The inner current loop
control is formed by the PI current controller, Gci(s), by
the L filter transfer function, Gpi(s), by the PWM transfer
function, including its respective delay, Gd(s), and by the
sensor feedback transfer function, Hi(s) = 1. These functions
are given by:

Gpi(s) =
ĩd

d̃vsc
=

1

Lvscs+Rvsc
(15)

+

-( )cvG s
+

-
( )pvG s( )ciG s ( )piG s

2

refV

2

busV ( )iH s

( )vH s

d refi

di

vscd%
inner current loop

( )dG s

outer voltage loop

Fig. 2. Control block diagram of the voltage source converter. Each block
represents a transfer function described in the text.

Gci(s) =
kpis+ kii

s
(16)

Gd(s) =
1

1 + 1.5Tss
(17)

where Lvsc and Rvsc are the inductance and equivalent
resistance of the output L filter, respectively, kpi and kii are the
proportional and integral gain of the VSC current PI controller,
respectively, and Ts = 10−4 s is the sampling time.

The outer voltage loop control is formed by the PI voltage
controller, Gcv(s), by the closed loop transfer function of the
inner current control, Gcli(s), by the transfer function relating
the DC bus voltage and the active power, Gpi(s), and by the
sensor feedback transfer function, Hv(s) = 1. These functions
are expressed by:

Gcv(s) =
kpvs+ kiv

s
(18)

Gcli (s) =
Gci (s)Gpi (s)Gd (s)

1 +Hi (s)Gci (s)Gpi (s)Gd (s)
(19)

Gpv (s) =
Ṽ 2
bus

P̃ext
=

(
2

Cbus

)(
τfs+ 1

s

)
(20)

where,

τf =
2LvscPs

3Vd
2 (21)

and kpv and kiv represent the proportional and integral gain
of the VSC voltage PI controller, respectively.

The controllers of the VSC were designed by means of a fre-
quency response analysis. To design the PI current controllers,
the IGBT switching frequency of 10 kHz (6280 rad/s) was
taken into account. Thus, the current loop crossover frequency
was set at 4000 rad/s. The controller parameters were designed
to achieve a phase margin of 60o at the crossover frequency.
The outer voltage loop was designed to have a much slower
dynamic response when compared with the inner current
loop control. Hence, the voltage loop crossover frequency
was chosen to be 400 rad/s. The controller parameters were
designed to achieve a phase margin of 60o at the crossover
frequency. Tab. I displays the values of each converter and
control parameters in the DC microgrid.
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TABLE I
DC MICROGRID CONVERTERS AND CONTROL PARAMETERS

Circuit Parameter Value Parameter Value

Ps (rated) 2.2 kW ω0 377 rad/s
Vd 311 V Vbus 400 V
Lvsc 3.6 mH Rvsc 0.75 Ω

VSC Cbus 4 mF fswvsc 10 kHz
kpi 16.7 kii 663.4
kpv 0.54 kiv 109.9

Ebat 240 V ZB 4 Ω
Less 1 mH Cess 2 mF

Battery fswess 30 kHz Vess 220-260 V
kpB 0.014 kiB 16.67

Ldg 1 mH Cdg 2 mF
DG fswdg 30 kHz Vdg 127 V

kpd 0.283 kid 8.151

Pload(rated) 1 kW Vload 120 V
Load Ll 1 mH Cl 2 mF

fswl 30 kHz Rload 50 Ω
kpl 1.316 kil 368.112

B. Energy storage system modeling and control

1) Battery bank model: A battery bank is a cluster of many
batteries grouped together in series and/or parallel to achieve
the desirable voltage and current rate. The general electric
model of a battery bank consists of a dependent DC voltage
source in series with an electrical impedance, which represents
the battery bank internal voltage and losses, respectively. The
state of charge considers the instantaneous amount of charge
available in the battery bank. The internal voltage is dependent
upon its SOC and the voltage varies as the ESS is absorbing or
injecting power [46]. The parameters of each component are
chosen based on specific battery technology, such as lead-acid
or lithium-ion topologies [47].

Equation (22) describes the behavior of the battery bank
model:

Vess = EB(SOC) − ZBiess (22)

where EB and Vess are the output and internal battery voltage,
respectively, ZB is the internal impedance and iess is the bat-
tery electrical current. The state of charge can be computed by
using the Coulomb counting (ampere-hour balance) method,
as given in (23). More precise and sophisticated methods can
be consulted in [48], [49].

SOC = SOC0 +
1

Cnom

∫
iessdt (23)

where SOC0 is the initial state of charge and Cnom is the bat-
tery nominal capacity, usually informed by the manufacturer.

The complexity of the model depends upon which losses
one wants to represent. A constant DC source in series with
a resistive impedance forms the most common model, for it
considers the internal voltage drop and is simple to emulate.

2) ESS control: The energy storage system is composed of
a battery bank (discussed in the previous section) connected
to the microgrid DC link through a DC-DC bidirectional
converter, as presented in Fig. 1. When the utility grid is
available, the ESS can be controlled in the current control
mode (mode 1 - M1) as a grid-feeding converter. If island
operation occurs, the ESS enters on the voltage control mode

-
essi%

+
,ess refI

essd

( )iBH s

inner current loop

( )ciBG s ( )piBG s

M1PMS

( )K s
-

essP

+vscP
( )socy essiiesse

¸

1

1s

w

w+
´

essV

pe pD BrefP

Fig. 3. Control loop of the DC-DC bidirectional converter of the ESS,
including the PMS in the grid-connected operation.

(mode 2 - M2), as a grid former, as detailed in group B of
Fig. 1. Mode 2 is not covered in this paper. The control loops
derived from the small-signal analysis for M1 are presented
in Fig. 3.

The control loop of M1 is formed by the PI current
controller, GciB(s), by the transfer function relating current
and duty-cycle of the bidirectional DC-DC converter, GpiB(s),
and by the current sensor transfer function, HiB(s) = 1. These
functions are expressed by:

GciB(s) =
kpBs+ kiB

s
(24)

GpiB(s) =
ĩess

d̃ess
=

Vess
Lesss

(25)

where ĩess and d̃ess are the small-signal inductor current,
duty-cycle and output voltage, respectively, and Less is the
inductance of the bidirectional DC-DC converter.

If the current control mode is applied, then the reference of
power should be given in order to obtain the required inductor
current, as discussed in the power management section. The
current controller parameters were designed to achieve a phase
margin of 60o at the crossover frequency of 200 rad/s.

C. Distributed generator

The modeling of the distributed generator does not consider
any particularities of a topology of generation. If a photo-
voltaic system or a variable wind turbine is used for the DC
microgrid currently under study, the DG system is expected
to function by following its respective MPPT algorithms. For
the purpose of experiment, the DG emulation is done by
using a DC voltage source as a primary source and a boost
converter as a link to the DC bus. The boost converter is
current controlled using a PI, and its respective modeling is
the same presented in (25). The DG parameters are presented
in Tab. I. Since the distributed generator is not the aim of the
proposed power management strategy, a detailed discussion of
the DG controller is omitted in this paper.

D. Customer load converter

The customer load is emulated by a step-down converter
regulating the voltage of a resistive load using a PI controller.
The load parameters are presented in Tab. I. The relation
between the output voltage and the desired duty cycle obtained
by the small-signal analysis is given by [50]:
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Gvl (s) =
ṽload

d̃l
=

Vbus

LlCls2 + Ll

Rload
s+ 1

(26)

where ṽload and d̃l are the small-signal load output voltage
and duty cycle, respectively; Rload is the load equivalent
resistance, and Ll and Cl are the inductance and capacitance
of the buck converter, respectively.

V. PMS STABILITY AND PARAMETERS ANALYSIS

A. Stability analysis

The ESS control loop, including the proposed PMS, is
shown in Fig. 3. The transfer function K(s) is given in (8); this
contains the PMS parameters under analysis, J and Dp. The
relation between the power error, ep, and the ESS reference
current, Iess,ref , is given by:

Gpms (s) =
Iess,ref
ep

=

(
1

Vess

)
ψ (soc)

Js+Dp
(27)

By (24) and (25), the closed loop transfer function of the
ESS operating in M1 is obtained:

GcliB (s) =
iess

Iess,ref
=

Vess (kpBs+ kiB)

Lesss2 + Vess (kpBs+ kiB)
(28)

Finally, the feedback of the ESS power is obtained by:

Hpms (s) =
Pess
iess

= Vess

(
ω1

s+ ω1

)
(29)

To analyze the influence of the PMS parameters over the
ESS control, a stability analysis is conducted. The open loop
and closed loop of the energy storage system, including the
PMS, are given respectively by:

Golpms (s) =
Pess
ep

= Gpms (s)GcliB (s)Hpms (s) (30)

Gclpms (s) =
iess
Pvsc

=
Gpms (s)GcliB (s)

1 +Gpms (s)GcliB (s)Hpms (s)
(31)

Substituting (27), (28) and (29) in (30), the final expression
for the PMS open loop is:

Golpms(s) =
z0s+ z1

p0s4 + p1s3 + p2s2 + p3s+ p4
(32)

where,

z0 = ψVessω1KpB

z1 = ψVessω1KiB

p0 = JLess
p1 = JKpBVess + (Jω1 +Dp)Less
p2 = JKiBVess +Dpω1Less + (Jω1 +Dp)KpBVess
p3 = Dpω1KpBVess + (Jω1 +Dp)KiBVess
p4 = Dpω1KiBVess

It is assumed that the ESS inner control loop is stable. This
condition is fundamental to ensure the correct operation of
the power management control. In addition, to simplify the
analysis, the battery bank voltage, Vess, is assumed to be
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Fig. 4. PMS parameter variation analysis for J and Dp varying from 0.1
to 10. a) Nyquist plot for J variation, b) Nyquist plot for Dp variation, c)
Pole-zero mapping for J variation, d) Pole-zero mapping for Dp variation, e)
1 kW step response for J variation, f) 1 kW step response for Dp variation.

constant at 240 V since its variation is limited. The cutoff
frequency, ω1, is part of the low pass filter design with constant
value of 5 Hz. The Nyquist plots obtained by varying J
and Dp in (32) are presented, respectively, in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b). It is possible to notice that the critical point −1 is not
encircled when the parameters J and Dp vary from 0.1 to
10. That means that, for this range of parameters, the stability
of the closed loop can only be analyzed by the open loop
transfer function according to the Nyquist stability criteria.
Thus, for the system to be stable, it is sufficient that the poles
of Golpms(s) are kept in the left half-plane.

The characteristic equation of Golpms(s) derived from (32)
is given by:

(s+ ω1) (Dp + Js)
(
Lesss

2 +KpBVesss+KiBVess

)
= 0 (33)

from where the poles are obtained as:
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s1 = −ω1

s2 = −D
J

s3 =
−KpBVess

2Less
+

√(
KpBVess

2Less

)2

− KiBVess

Less

s4 =
−KpBVess

2Less
−
√(

KpBVess

2Less

)2

− KiBVess

Less

(34)

From s3 and s4, since KpiB , Vess and Less are positive
values, it is possible to conclude that these parameters are
not able to destabilize the system. It is important, however,
that a correct design of the PI current control is followed.
From s1, it is observed that the choice of the cutoff frequency
of the LPF, ω1, does affect the system behavior, although
ω1 positive is enough to prevent this pole from crossing to
the right half-plane. A small value of ω1 forces this pole to
approach the origin. Finally, from s2 analysis, it is clear that
the PMS parameters must assume positive and not null values
in order to achieve stability.

The mapping of poles and zeros of the closed loop transfer
function, Gclpms(s), when J and Dp increases, are presented
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. The arrows indicate the
march of the dominant poles when the parameters increase.
Assuming J and Dp are positive and not null is sufficient to
avoid instability. However, the increasing of J values forces
the dominant poles of Gclpms(s) to approach the origin, which
leads to an undesired stability margin. On the other hand, the
increasing of Dp values makes the dominant poles move away
from the origin. Hence, a tradeoff between the factor Dp/J
has to be done to achieve the desired system behavior.

B. Parameter analysis

A step of power is applied over Gclpms(s) to obtain the
current when the rated power is required (Pess = 1 kW).
From Fig. 4(e) it becomes clear that the parameter J affects
the system time response, changing the inertia of the ESS. A
low value of J makes the response fast, while larger values
reduce the response time. From Fig. 4(f), for a fixed value of
J , changing the parameter Dp results in a steady-state error.
A value of Dp inferior to 1 leads to a steady-state value larger
than the expected, while a value superior to 1 leads to a smaller
steady-state response. Hence, Dp equals to 1 is the choice
applied in this paper. To summarize:

• The inner current loop control must be stable for the PMS
to operate correctly; this is achieved by a proper design
of the PI compensator parameters, KpiB and KiiB .

• Low values of the LPF cutoff frequency, ω1, leads the
system into marginal stability. Thus, these values must
be taken into account when designing the filter.

• Parameters J and Dp must be positive and not null.
Values closed to zero are not allowed, in order to avoid a
small stability margin in the system. Higher values of J
degrade the stability margin, while higher values of Dp

contributes to it. Therefore, a tradeoff for Dp/J must be
considered.

• Finally, the parameter J affects the ESS time response,
while Dp affects the steady-state response. Higher values

Transformer

HMI

dSPACE

Inverters

Load

Grid
Emulator

Oscilloscope

Fig. 5. Experimental setup formed by 4 inverters, voltage and current sensors,
data acquisition, a dSPACE, human-machine interface, set of resistive loads,
grid emulator, isolation transformer, and an oscilloscope.

of J increase the system time response. Higher values of
Dp lead to a smaller steady-state value. To achieve the
expected steady-state value, Dp = 1 is used.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 5 is formed by four
Danfoss FC302 inverters, a dSPACE DS1006 processor board
as a central controller, an AC grid emulator Chroma 61845, a
set of resistive loads, and an isolation transformer Dyn11; the
latter was used to isolate the microgrid converters from the
utility grid in the laboratory. LEM current and voltage sensors
were used to obtain the desired signals and the acquisition
boards DS2004 linked the sensors to the dSPACE. A human-
machine interface (HMI) was utilized to collect the data and
run the experiments. The images presented in this section were
collected by using an oscilloscope Tektronix DPO 2014B. The
ESS, including the battery bank model and the bidirectional
DC-DC converter, was emulated in the dSPACE using the AC
grid as the source of power and the Danfoss inverter as the
power electronic converter.

The objective of the power flow presented in Fig. 6(a) is
to submit the DC microgrid to critical conditions. A positive
value indicates that the power is being absorbed, while a
negative value indicates that power is being supplied by the
source. The total experiment time was 200 s. In Fig. 6(a), at
the moment T1 = 20 s, the maximum load power is required
inside the microgrid and the DG does not contribute to the
power flow. This test is applied to verify the behavior of the
DC microgrid with the proposed PMS when the ESS is the
only source of power. At the instant T2 = 100 s, the DG power
is increased in ramp until its rated power is achieved. Between
T1 and T2, the load power and DG power flow into the system.
After T3 = 120 s, the loads are cut off to emulate a critical
situation in which the DG still provides power, but no load
is present to consume this extra energy. The aforementioned
presets do not change for the following experimental runs.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results showing the power flow inside the DC microgrid.
a) In dark blue: load power consumption. In light blue: DG power supply; b)
In dark blue: VSC power. In light blue: ESS power for J = 1.0, Dp = 1.0;
c) Estimated ESS state of charge.

B. Power flow and SOC management analysis

To allow experimental tests in a reasonable time and amount
of data, and considering the level of power in the experiments,
the emulated battery bank had its nominal capacity designed to
be fully charged and discharged in approximately 10 minutes.
Thus, the PMS parameters were adjusted for this situation. In
a real system, it would take hours to charge and discharge
the battery bank, which is not practical for study purposes.
For the load and DG preset power flow shown in Fig. 6(a),
the behavior of the ESS and utility grid using the proposed
PMS is presented in Fig. 6(b). For fixed parameters J = 1 and
Dp = 1, the effect of the power flow and the SOC management
function is evaluated. The battery bank state of charge during
the test is depicted in Fig. 6(c), in which the initial SOC was
set to 95 %.

From Fig. 6(b), it is possible to observe that before the

ESS PowerVSC Power

(a)

ESS PowerVSC Power

(b)

ESS PowerVSC Power

(c)

Fig. 7. Experimental results showing the power flow inside the DC microgrid
when the parameter J is changed. In dark blue: VSC power. In light blue:
ESS power a) J = 0.1; b) J = 0.5; c) J = 5.0.

instant Ti, the AC utility grid is responsible for providing the
power losses in the DC microgrid (≈ 100 W). At Ti = 10
s, the PMS is activated and the ESS becomes responsible
for supplying the power required in the system. At T1, the
loads start to consume the rated power of 950 W. After
the transient, the ESS starts to provide the required power,
which is maintained until the state of charge limit of 75 %
is achieved. At this moment, the SOC management function
forces the battery bank to smoothly provide less power until
the minimum SOC of 50 % is reached and, henceforward,
the ESS stops providing power. During this period, the VSC
provides the power to fill the lack inside the microgrid. At
the instant T2, the DG starts to inject power into the system,
reducing the power provided by the VSC, while the ESS power
is kept null. When T3 is reached, the loads are cut off. As a
result of the PMS operation, the battery bank starts to absorb
the surplus of power. When the SOC level of 85 % is reached,
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the ESS smoothly reduces the absorbed power, which in time
starts to flow through the AC utility grid. When the maximum
SOC level of 95 % is achieved at Tf = 150 s, the ESS stops
absorbing the extra energy, and all the power generated by the
DG goes through the AC grid.

C. Virtual inertia analysis

The effect of changing the ESS inertia is observed in Figs.
7(a), 7(b) and 7(c). The transients of power, highlighted in
the details A and B, are affected by the inertia value. The
peak of power during the transient is displayed in each detail
cut. For J = 0.1, the system presents undesired power
oscillations, confirming what was mentioned previously: the
inertia parameters should not be close to zero. When parameter
J increases, the ESS inertia is augmented, which leads to a
higher instantaneous peak of power provided by the VSC. The
control over the transient power is important for protecting
the ESS against high peaks of current and to avoid instability
inside the microgrid. However, a high inertia degrades the
ability of the ESS to supply or absorb the required power,
as can be seen when the inertia parameter is increased to
J = 5.0. Changing the inertia parameter does not affect the
ESS management function, and the limits of the battery bank
state of charge are maintained. For this experimental test, the
choice J = 1.0 leads to a good tradeoff between transient
response limitation and adequate time to achieve the steady-
state response.

Figs. 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) display the effect of changing
the parameter J over the DC bus voltage. The voltage peak
and the main instants of consideration are marked. Only the
voltage variation was captured to allow a better visualization;
thus, the 400 V level was used as the ground reference. It is
possible to infer that even very low inertia (J = 0.1) does
not destabilize the DC voltage inside the microgrid. The VSC
voltage control is responsible for keeping the level and stability
of the DC bus voltage. However, since the PMS with low
inertia parameter drives the ESS system to marginal stability,
this behavior is reflected on the DC voltage oscillations,
which is not desirable. For all the presented cases, voltage
transient variations were observed when the load or DG power
increases. This behavior is associated with the VSC dynamic
response and barely affected by the PMS operation. When a
proper inertia value is selected, the maximum observed voltage
variation was approximately 6 V for J = 5.0. Hence, one
can conclude that for the DC microgrid operating in the grid-
connected mode, the proposed power management strategy
with the proper parameter design does not significantly affect
the DC bus voltage transient response.

The final observation to be made is the effect of changing
the damping parameter Dp for the selected inertia value J = 1.
This effect can be seen in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) . For Dp = 0.5,
the PMS forces the ESS to provide more power than required
by the DC microgrid whenever the loads are on. As a result,
the ESS injects power into the AC grid. Conversely, when
the DG injects surplus power, the PMS forces the ESS to
absorb more power than the DC microgrid is able to supply.
Therefore, the VSC starts to provide power to the ESS. For

DC Bus Voltage

(a)

DC Bus Voltage

(b)

DC Bus Voltage

(c)

DC Bus Voltage

(d)

Fig. 8. Experimental results containing the DC bus voltage of the DC
microgrid when the inertia parameter J is changed. a) J = 0.1; b) J = 0.5;
c) J = 1.0; d) J = 5.0.

Dp = 2.0, the ESS and VSC share the same amount of power
injected or absorbed until the ESS state of charge limitations
are achieved. Although, for this study, the choice for Dp = 1.0
is the right selection, it is observed that this parameter gives
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ESS PowerVSC Power

(a)

ESS PowerVSC Power

(b)

Fig. 9. Experimental results containing the effect of changing parameter
Dp. In dark blue: VSC power. In light blue: ESS power. a) Dp = 0.5; b)
Dp = 2.0.

an extra degree of freedom in controlling the ESS. This extra
degree of freedom can be applied to the power sharing of
parallel units and price fluctuation in the energy market, which
will be considered in further studies.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a power management strategy for
DC microgrids operating in the grid-connected mode. The pro-
posed power management system relies on a communication
link between converters; however, the AC grid active power is
the only information required to be transmitted to the energy
storage system, which simplifies the communication link.
Autonomous operation is achieved inside the DC microgrid,
with the AC utility grid only providing the surplus or shortage
of power when the ESS is not capable of injecting or absorbing
more energy due to state of charge limitations.

A virtual inertia technique was applied to control the ESS
transient response by increasing the inertia of the system.
The choice of the virtual inertia parameters was properly
addressed in the paper. A state of charge-based management
function was used to limit the ESS operation in safe levels,
avoiding the depth and overcharge of the battery bank; this
function contributes to improving the battery bank life cycle.
It was verified that a proper selection of the PMS parameters
increases the microgrid performance without deteriorating the
DC link bus voltage. The experimental results show that the
proposed PMS is reliable, leading the system to autonomous
operation and a smooth power flow inside the DC microgrid.
Finally, the proposed PMS introduces an extra degree of

freedom of control over the energy storage system, which can
be explored in further research.
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